
NAME TOSS
Throw the tennis ball around the circle. As you throw it, announce your name VERY loudly and 
keep going until everyone has had a chance to make their bold introduction. Now change it up 
– instead of announcing your name to the “royal ball” say the name of the person to whom you 
are throwing the ball. Change positions in the circle and try again.

INTRODUCTION CIRCLES
You may be nervous when meeting someone for the first time. Pretend the ball is large 
emerald jewel from the Royal Treasury. Group members number off as a “1” or “2” or by “toilet 
paper folders” and “toilet paper crumplers.” Each group chooses a leader, and then choose 
which group will get the jewel first. That group’s leader then presents the jewel to someone 
in the “un-jeweled” group, who must dazzle the giver with 45 seconds of valuable personal 
information. Leaders should feel free to give some topics for conversation. After the time is 
up, jewel recipients then present the jewel to someone in the other group for new 
introductions. Repeat until all have spoken.

MAGIC TRANSFORMING TENNIS BALL
Every medieval kingdom has a good old wizard hanging around. Merlin (the leader) begins 
with the tennis ball and tosses it to another “magician-in-training” in the group. As it is tossed, 
Merlin casts a hand in a spell-enchanting fashion while shouting out the name of a new object. 
The ball is now “transformed” into that object. Each time, the conversion “spell” must create an 
object just a little bit bigger than its current size. By the time you finish the magician training 
session, the crafty ball has likely morphed into a whale – and boy is that heavy to catch & 
throw!

HAVE YOU EVER
The group stands in a big circle (or you can sit in chairs). One person stands in the middle and 
holds the coveted “revelation ball!” This person throws out a question in the form of “Have 
You Ever….” This has to be something the “revelation ball-holder” has actually done in their life. 
For instance, it could be as crazy as skydiving or elephant polo or as mundane as lawn 
bowling or tooth-brushing. Everyone who has also done the “Have You Ever…” moves and 
tries to find a new place in the circle. The last person moving receives the “revelation ball” 
and is the next to offer up a life experience.

LINE-UP
This is a great ice-breaker activity. All participants are asked to stand in a long line from shortest 
to tallest and the “ball of chronology” must be passed down the line before the sands of time 
pass through the invisible hourglass. Because 60% of all communication is non-verbal, suggest 
that participants all be mute. The leader can be as creative as imagination will allow. Have the 
group line up by age, birth order, favorite fruit, number of pets in a lifetime,  number of kisses, 
how often you went to the principal’s office – you get the idea. If the group makes a mistake the 
ball of chronology must return to the start before again being passed down the line.

THE TALE OF BALL
This is a great rainy day game. Participants sit in a circle and one person starts with the ball. 
The leader gives the group a theme like ”intergalactic food fight.” The story begins “Once 
there was a ball…” and each person contributes a line or two to the story and then passes the 
ball to the next person. When the ball gets back to the first person, finish with “and thus the 
ball lived happily ever after!”

CRAZY PASS
The game starts with everyone standing in a circle. Everyone stands facing inward with 
hands palm facing up in front of them. Every other person has a ball in their hand; make one 
ball a different color so you know when the circle has completed. Object of the game is to 
pass all of the balls in a clockwise fashion as fast as possible until they all get back to where 
they began. Trickier than it sounds. If ANY ball hits the deck the activity starts all over. Feel 
free to challenge the group to set a time goal. Try “Knockout Crazy Pass” – as the balls are 
passed if one hits the ground the last person to touch it is eliminated.

MOONBALL/STARBALL
Did you know aliens from all over the galaxy grow up playing “moonball”? The object in this 
game is simply to have as many consecutive touches as possible on a beach ball. One person 
in the group is designated as the “counter-upper” to keep score. There are 3 rules – the same 
person can’t strike the ball two times in a row, the ball can never hit the floor, and everyone in 
the group must somehow be involved. For a greater challenge, play “starball.” Same rules 
apply but you use a tennis ball instead of a beach ball. Groups may catch the ball in two hands 
after every 20 consecutive strikes – other than that, NO CATCHES ALLOWED!

BODY-BALL
Group members must pass the tennis ball around the circle using the greatest number of body 
parts as possible. For example, in round one use the right hand, in round two the left hand, and 
so on. Once a body part is used no one in the group can use it. A million points to the winning 
team or the group that sets a new world record.

FOOT-TO-HEAD-BY-WAY-OF BOTTOM
A creative relay for the hysterically inclined. Teams are split up by favorite ice cream or 
Simpson character. Groups must simply traverse a pre-determined course in three 
directions. The first leg must be successfully achieved with a ball balanced foot-to-foot by 
two members of the team. Once all members have successfully mastered the foot without 
ball-to-ground contact, they must brave bottom-to bottom transfer, before the anchor leg of 
head-to-head traversal. First team home takes home the bragging rights.

BALL CARRIER
Arrive early Saturday morning at the local tennis club and on your knees beg unabashedly for 
as many tennis balls as they will kindly bestow. Nominate someone to be the “HOLY ROMAN 
BALL CARRIER.” The goal is then to load them up with as many furry orbs as possible without 
an orb falling to the ground. How many is too many – set a new Olympic record.

NUCLEAR REACTOR BALL
Ready for a group initiative? Cordon off a large area with rope. In the center place an 
industrial-sized baked beans can loaded with 5 or 6 radioactive nuggets (tennis balls). A 
second large baked beans can is left empty beside the other. Group members are given a bike 
inner tube, and single pieces of string enough for everyone in the group to have their own 
2-foot section. Without stepping into the radioactive wasteland, the brave scientists must 
transfer the uranium nuggets from the broken reactor to the backup. Be swift, the fate of the 
world is in your hands.

BUCKET BALL
Let’s have a friendly game of Bucket Ball. Mark a wide perimeter (as large as you would like the 
challenge to be), with a trash can or other large receptacle in the center. Thirty or more balls 
should be enough as you attempt to fill the center bucket. Any time a body part touches inside 
the perimeter, “oops” and the whole group starts all over again. Invariably balls will be stuck 
inside the “molten lava” around the bucket. The team must determine how to retrieve them. 

CURLING
Who doesn’t like the Winter Olympics and curling? A big bulls-eye is placed at one end of 
the floor surrounded by a hula hoop or something else that creates a circle. One team 
member sends down his stone toward the target. Two sweepers follow the ball down and 
using flimsy straws make an attempt to help the ball finish closest to the center of the circle. 
Mark 3 or 4 balls with different colors to tell them apart. Choose a score to play to and may 
the best tennis ball curler triumph. 

GROUP JUGGLE
Every medieval fair comes complete with jugglers, so here’s your chance to audition. Take 
your place inside the regal circle. Start with one ball and establish a pattern that starts and 
ends with the leader. If a ball drops to the ground the group must start over. Everyone must 
receive the ball once before it returns to the leader. No passes can be made to the 
immediate right or left. After mastering the pattern with one ball, then add two, then three, 
then four, and if the feeling takes you, jump directly to 11! 

WARP SPEED
Once the group becomes expert jugglers it is time to turn up the competitive heat. Challenge 
the group to come up with a goal for one ball making a successful orbit around the group. If 
successful, ask for a new goal for 2 balls, then push the envelope for timed goals with 3 or 4 balls 
flying simultaneously around the room, or open air. After being successful with 4 or 5, challenge 
the group to think outside the box and beat their time for one ball but do it with five balls!

GOTTA GET THREE
A simple name for this game would be “bun thieves!” Only three can play at once so divide 
the group into teams and name them for Knights of the Tennis Court – like Sir Beetroot, Sir 
Carrot-Cake, Sir Cauliflower-Ear, etc. Divide the playing area into a square with four equal 
sides. Place a bucket containing one single tennis ball on three corners. In the fourth corner, 
place a bucket containing three balls. The object of the game is: on “GO”, try to get three balls 
in your bucket before anyone else. Balls can be stolen one at a time from any corner. The 
winner of each bout scores a point for their knightly team.

BOUNCE BALL
Another fun competitive game with only one victor. Everyone stands in a circle with their legs 
shoulder width apart and firmly rooted to the ground. First person bounces the tennis ball 
through their legs from behind in the direction of another person. The receiver must corral the 
ball in one hand and then send it through their own legs toward another person in the circle. 
Failure to catch with one hand, failure to keep both feet on the floor, and failure to send a 
catchable ball to someone in the circle – all are grounds for elimination. Last person standing 
is crowned “Ultimate Champion Ball Bounder of the World!”

TOWEL BALL (COOPERATIVE)
Want a fun way to work on some hand-eye coordination without using hands or having too 
much in the way of coordination? Two people are given a towel and stand facing each other 
holding opposite corners. A ball is placed on the towel and then the game is on. Start 
generating serious towel-trampolining skills and send the ball as high into the air as possible 
while making a successful catch. Add the challenge of having someone throw the ball from 
30-40 feet away.

TOWEL BALL TENNIS
This is the mixed doubles version of Towel Ball, complete with serves, volleys, smashes, and 
the occasional lob. Should a ball not make it over the net or if it bounces twice on your side, the 
point is conceded to the opposition. Play a tie-breaker set, or three, or a whole bunch.

KNOCKOUT WALL BALL
Do you have a wall and a ball? Then take a crack at knockout wall ball. Participants all line up 
in front of a wall marked with parameters of the leader’s choice. One person throws the ball 
against the wall and anyone can try to retrieve it after one bounce. If someone catches it 
directly off the wall, then the thrower is eliminated. The game continues with everyone 
getting a chance to throw the ball against the wall. If someone bobbles the ball, they must 
touch the wall before someone else throws the ball against the wall or they are out. Last 
combatant standing is the victor and receives an imaginary crown.

CHRONO WALL BALL
Just like knockout wall ball except that before you begin everyone is assigned a number and 
must receive and throw in order. If the ball bounces twice on the ground before being 
retrieved, the unlucky recipient is eliminated.

KLUMPS
This is a variation of a fun playground game. Place the bucket of balls in the center of the room 
and then have a cocktail party around it. Explain that at any moment, you will have the 
uncontrollable urge to blurt out a number. On hearing the number, knights and ladies of the 
realm must “KLUMP” together with that number of people in their group and at least one ball 
for every attendee. Those too slow or those rejected from intact groups are forced to retire to 
the sidelines to be observers or cheerers of the chaos.

TARGET BALL
A game of skill for all ages. Divide the group into two-person teams. Every team should pick 
a really cool name for themselves like “Super Sloths,” or the like. Put hula hoops on the center 
court line. Partners face each other on either side of the hoop. On a signal from the lead 
official, the game is on. The goal is to move farther apart from each other. To earn a successful 
move backward, each member of the group must successfully make a bounce pass to their 
partner in which the ball bounces cleanly within the hoop. Set markers behind each person 
at 5- or 10-foot increments. Depending on the challenge factor, crown the first team to make 
successful throws from 40, 50 or 60 feet.

TOUCH
A simple one…How many people can you get to touch the ball simultaneously…Great 
problem-solver!

POTATO TOSS
No field day would ever be complete without the proverbial mess of the egg toss. How about 
playing the same game with a tennis ball and imagining it is a potato? Two people stand 
opposite each other and have to complete a short pass backward and forward. (With 
children, two hands can be allowed, but for older kids, it much more fun with one hand). 
Participants must complete the catch without moving their feet. Longest throwing team is 
pronounced “Supreme Fake Potato Thrower of the World.”

TORPEDO
Twenty or more golden oysters (balls) are scattered in the ocean. At one end of the gym are 
two enemy submarines (blindfolded group members) charged with torpedoes. Their goal – 
protect the oyster field. Ninja poachers start at the far end of the planet (the field or gym) and 
swim quietly toward the oysters with the intent to steal one. Meanwhile, taking turns, the 
submarines point their fingers and shouting “TORPEDO” to try to blast a poacher. If the leader 
deems a shot is good, the poacher dies dramatically and must release a stolen oyster. If the 
poacher makes it back, they remain eligible to swim again. The group leader is responsible for 
pointing who goes next and identifying which torpedo has been successful. Game ends with 
all the golden oysters recovered or when the submarines have decimated the poachers.  

ROBBERY
One group member is transformed into a monstrous dragon, who is particularly possessive 
of their hoard of golden nuggets. (5 -12 balls should be enough to tempt would-be burglars). 
Stealthily, the burglars attempt to steal the treasure without being tagged (eaten)!. When 
touched, thieves should die dramatically where they are killed. Game continues until all 
treasure is stolen – or all burglars are bones in the dust.

EYE BALL
How about a challenge that uses the eyeball to balance a tennis ball. Divide into small groups 
and each one forms a circle. The first “optician” leans back and places the ball on their eyeball. 
The ball must be transferred from eye doctor to eye doctor without using any external limbs. If 
it drops to the ground, retrieve the “eye” and begin again.

ONE PITCH HAMMER BALL
The great American pastime is, of course, “One Pitch Hammer Ball.” Divide future major 
league players into two teams that take turns fielding and hitting. Game is played with the 
traditional four bases. Pitcher tosses the tennis ball underhand. Batting team then swings 
with the palm of the hand and takes off for 1st base. Only one pitch is allowed. If the pitch is a 
bad pitch, hitter goes straight to 1st base. The hitter is out if the ball is caught, they are forced 
out, or called out if the swing goes foul. Play until everyone has either had a chance to hit, or 
until one team is completely out. Play 3, 4 or 48 innings.

LINE-EM UP BALL
Another baseball-ish game that works well with all groups. The hitting team lines up one 
behind the other. Once one member of the hitting team steps up to strike the ball with their 
hand in any direction they choose, the hitter must run as many circles as possible around their 
team. Once someone from the fielding team retrieves the ball, the whole team must line up 
likewise and pass the ball over and under until the last person in line screams “STOP!” The 
number of full circles around one’s team is the number of runs scored. Everyone gets a chance 
to hit and there are no foul balls or catch-outs. Team with the most runs wins!

MINEFIELD
Great communication game. Two people face each other across a 30-foot expanse of “hot 
maple syrup,” with explosive jellyfish (balls) scattered across the syrupy sea. One tiny touch 
could prove extinction of your species. One person is blindfolded and is guided across the 
jellyfish-infested-sticky-mess-of-loveliness by the sound of the partner’s voice. First team 
with both players to complete the course is pronounced champion and gets to eat pancakes 
at their victory dinner.

TARGET BOWLING
Divide group into two teams. Of course it is more geometrically sound to have 3, 6, 10, 15, 21, 28, 
or 36 on each team to make a perfect triangle of human tenpins. Once a player is set they must 
magically transform themselves into a bowling pin. Teams take turns bowling (rolling the tennis 
ball on the ground) at the other team. Every pin hit is retired and becomes a roller, ball retriever or 
cheerleader. First team to pick up the spare is declared “Cosmos Human Bowling Champion”!

ERROR BALL
Who doesn’t like a good cricket or baseball-type drill that moonlights as a fun game? Players 
create a huge circle in the playing area. One person starts with the ball and rolls it to another 
player with speed, spin, swerve, or corkscrew technique. The player receiving it must field it 
cleanly and roll it to another player (cannot roll to the person on either side of you). Any 
bobbles are grounds for elimination to the dugout. Last fielder standing gets to do the other 
player’s laundry.

FLAT HAND TENNIS
Divide the group into Serena Williams fans and John McEnroe temper tantrumators. The 
midline of the basketball court serves as the net. Using the flat of their hand, one player serves 
the ball across the midline. The ball can bounce as many times as you want before returning it. 
Failure to make it across the line scores a point for the opposition.

FLAT HAND VOLLEYBALL
This is the “cousin” to Flat Hand Tennis. Same rules apply, but now a minimum of five (5) 
players have to push, bump, set or spike the ball. The ball can bounce one time before each 
pass or strike. Play to 17.5 or any other random number.

LITTLEBALL HANDBALL
In an attempt to expose every Olympic sport to the eclectic tennis ball, let’s play some 
handball. The goal is simply to pass the ball among your teammates without it hitting the 
ground. To score a goal, one must throw the ball to their teammate keeper who stands in a hula 
hoop at the opposite end of the floor. As soon as the ball is either scored or hits the ground, a 
turnover results and play moves in the other direction. It is a non-contact game, so any physical 
opposition touching also sends the ball back to the opposite team.

INTERNATIONAL SKEET
The group is divided into teams of 4 or 5. Set a hula hoop 10, 20 or 30 feet away (choose the 
level of challenge you want). Each player has 1 or 2 bullets (balls). First person from Team A 
attempts to gently roll their ball into the hula hoop. Next a player from Team B must choose 
to either roll their ball into the circle or fire at their opponent’s ball. Taking out an opponent’s 
ball awards you an automatic 10 pineapples. After everyone has rolled, each person with a 
ball in the hoop gets an additional 10 pineapples per ball. The most pineapples wins!

FREE ASSOCIATION
Divide into groups of 3 or 4. The play with the ball starts by coming up with an everyday object 
or word like “Aardvark.” After announcing their favorite animal, the ball is passed to the next 
person. Group members count 1-2-3, by which time the next person must come up with 
another word that is freely associated with “Aardvark.” Take too long and you’re eliminated but 
can remain in the group as “counters” until the next round begins.

INNOVATION
How about a game to get those creative juices flowing? Divide into groups of 4 or 5 and 
present the  team with one or two tennis balls. Goal: Come up with an original game idea with 
rules, regulations, and of course a zany name. Allow a short period for “brainiacking,” then 
play the game with the whole group.

BOP-IT
An all-time favorite game is the electronic “BOP-IT.” This game is played with partners and a 
ball. The leader becomes the squeaky computer voice, one member of the team becomes the 
machine and other player is the “expert” player. The group leader shouts out one of four 
different commands: Kick It, Head It, Knee It or Bop It. This is a great game for the budding 
“David Beckhams.” On each command, Player A tosses the ball to Player B who must return the 
ball using either their foot (Kick It), their head (Head It), or their knee (Knee It). When the leader 
shouts “Bop it,” A throws it to B who hits it as far as possible with the palm of their hand. Then 
all Player As from different teams must run and retrieve a ball and return to the center line. Last 
person back sees their team eliminated.

HELLO


